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Reliability analysis of geotechnical failure modes
for vertical wall breakwaters

John Dalsgaard Sùrensen *, Hans F. Burcharth

Aalborg University, Sohngaardsholmsvej 57, DK-9000 Aalborg, Denmark

1. Introduction

Vertical wall breakwaters are usually designed as concrete caissons placed on the
top of a rubble mound foundation or a rubble bedding layer. The purpose of the
breakwater is usually to protect the area behind the breakwater from being ¯ooded
by large waves. The area protected can for example be a harbour of small or large
importance, an important industrial area or a heavily populated coast line. This
implies that vertical wall breakwaters are used under quite di�erent conditions and
therefore the consequences of a complete or partial failure also are very di�erent.
This implies that the accepted probability of failure also varies considerably which
also can be observed from the actual observed failure rates.
A number of di�erent failure modes are relevant to consider for vertical wall

breakwaters (e.g. [1]). Foundation failure modes include sliding of the breakwater
relative to the rubble mound and di�erent foundation failure modes with failure
within the rubble mound and the subsoil (sand or clay). Hydraulic failure modes
include wave overtopping, wave transmission and wave re¯ection. Structural failure
modes involve failure or partial failure of the concrete caissons. In this paper only
geotechnical failure modes are considered.
In order to estimate the reliability, stochastic models for the uncertain parameters

in the limit state functions are formulated. The main horizontal and vertical (uplift)
loading on vertical wall breakwaters are wave loads, including both pulsating and
impact wave loads. Stochastic models for the wave loading are presented. These
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load models are partly based on laboratory tests. Therefore the related statistical
and model uncertainties are included. Further stochastic models for the soil strength
parameters are formulated. These models are based on the site speci®c information
usually available and engineering judgment (prior information) and are formulated
in such a way that updating using Bayesian statistics is possible.
In this paper limit state functions are formulated for a number of possible geo-

technical failure modes. The limit state functions are described using the upper
bound theory of general plasticity theory assuming kinematically possible failure
mechanisms. It is shown how the most critical failure modes can be modeled in a
limit state function by minimizing the total virtual work with respect to the free
parameters modeling the failure modes. As an example a reliability analysis is
performed for the geotechnical failure modes for the Niigata West breakwater in
Japan.

2. Failure modes

In Fig. 2 a typical vertical wall breakwater is shown. The following groups of
geotechnical failure modes shown in Fig. 1 should be considered when analyzing
vertical wall breakwaters [1±4]:

. sliding between bottom of caisson and top of rubble mound

. slip failure in rubble mound

. slip failure in rubble mound and sand subsoil

. slip failure in rubble mound and clay subsoil

3. Stochastic models

3.1. Wave load

The main load for vertical wall structures is due to wave loading. Depending on
the geometry of the rubble mound and the caisson the wave loading can be char-
acterized as (e.g. [5]):

. Quasi-static (pulsating) wave load which can be estimated using the Goda
formula, [6]. The horizontal and the vertical wave pressure, see (Fig. 3), can be
determined as a function of the signi®cant wave height HS at deep water.

. Impact loading characterized by a very high load but with a very short dura-
tion. The impact loading which consists of a horizontal and a vertical (uplift)
part can be estimated by the model in [5] or by an extension of the Goda for-
mulae [7]. In this paper, impact loading is not considered explicitly and the
possible undrained behavior of the rubble mound material and the sand sub-
soil is not taken into account.
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Fig. 2. Typical vertical wall breakwater in shallow water.

Fig. 1. Geotechnical failure modes.
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3.2. Wave height

The maximum signi®cant wave height HT
S in the design lifetime T usually has to be

modeled on the basis of a limited number N of wave height observations. Here an
extreme Weibull distribution is used [8]:

FHT
S
�h� � 1ÿ exp ÿ hÿH0

u

� ��� �� �lT
�1�

where l is the number of observations per year. �, u and H0 are parameters to be
®tted to the observed data. In order to model the statistical uncertainty u is modeled
as a Normally distributed stochastic variable with coe�cient of variation Vu �
1���
N
p

������������������������
ÿ�1�2=��
ÿ2�1�1=�� ÿ 1

q
: The model uncertainty related to the quality of the measured

wave data is modeled by a multiplicative stochastic variable UHS
which is assumed

to be Normally distributed with expected value 1 and standard deviation equal to
0.05 or 0.2 corresponding to good or poor wave data. Further, the water level set-up
due to storm wind and waves (storm surge) is di�cult to estimate except for simple
conditions (straight coastline and constant slope of sea bed). The uncertainty related
to storm surge varies considerably with the environmental conditions. In the relia-
bility analysis this uncertainty on the storm surge water level is modeled by a sto-
chastic variable with mean zero and standard deviation equal to 0:05HS:

3.3. Geotechnical parameters

In general, the material characteristics of the soil have to be modeled as a sto-
chastic ®eld. The parameters describing the stochastic ®eld have to be determined on
the basis of the measurements which are usually performed to characterize the soil
characteristics. Since these measurements are only performed in a few points statis-
tical uncertainty due to few data points is also introduced and has to be included in

Fig. 3. Wave induced quasi-static load according to Goda [6].
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the statistical model. Further, the uncertainty in the determination of the soil prop-
erties and the measurement uncertainty have to be included in the statistical model.
In the literature the undrained shear strength of clay is often modeled by a log-
Gaussian distributed stochastic ®eld cu�x; z�f g (e.g. [9]). The expected value function
E cu�x; z�� � and the covariance function C cu�x1; z1�; cu�x2; z2�� � can typically be
written:

E cu�x; z�� � � E cu�z�� � �2�

C cu�x1; z1�; cu�x2; z2�� � � C cu�x1 ÿ x2; z1 ÿ z2�� � �3�

where �x1; z1� and �x2; z2� are two points in the soil. E cu�z�� � models the expected
value of the undrained shear strength in depth z: C cu�x1 ÿ x2; z1 ÿ z2�� � models the
covariance between cu at position �x1; z1� and cu at position �x2; z2�: It is seen that
the expected value depends on the depth and the covariance depends on the vertical
and horizontal distances. Generally, the correlation lengths in horizontal and ver-
tical direction will be di�erent due to the soil strati®cation.
The statistical parameters describing E cu�z�� � and C cu�x1 ÿ x2; z1 ÿ z2�� � should be

modeled using Bayesian statistics such that prior, subjective knowledge on the
values of the parameters can be combined with measurements from the actual site
(e.g. [10]). In practical calculations the stochastic ®eld is discretized taking into
account the correlation lengths of the ®eld. If an integral over some domain is used,
the expected value and the standard deviation of this integral can be evaluated
numerically as shown in Section 4 below.
Since the breakwater foundation is made of friction material and it is assumed

that foundation failure modes can develop both in the rubble mound and in the sand
subsoil, statistical models for the e�ective friction angle and the angle of dilation are
needed for the rubble material and the sand subsoil. In this paper these angles are
modeled by Lognormal stochastic variables, i.e. the spatial variation is not taken
into account.
Model uncertainty connected to the mathematical models for the geotechnical

failure modes used to estimate the soil strength can be important due to the rela-
tively high uncertainty related to the models used. If slip failure models based on the
upper bound theorem of plasticity theory are used these can be evaluated by com-
parison with results from more re®ned numerical calculations using nonlinear ®nite
element programs with realistic constitutive equations implemented for the soil.
Estimates of the model uncertainties can then be obtained by comparing the results.
The estimates of the model uncertainties should also to some degree depend on
professional, subjective insight into the failure modes considered.
As mentioned above, the bearing capacities related to the geotechnical failure

modes are in this paper estimated using the upper bound theorem of classical plas-
ticity theory where an associated ¯ow rule is assumed. However, the friction angle
and the dilation angle for the rubble mound material and the sand subsoil are
usually di�erent. Therefore, in order to use the theory based on an associated ¯ow
rule, the following reduced e�ective friction angle 'd is used [11]:
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tan 'd � sin '0 cos 

1ÿ sin '0 sin 
�4�

where '0 is the e�ective friction angle and  is the dilation angle.

4. Reliability analysis

The failure modes described in Section 2 can be characterized as ultimate limit
states and the probability of failure within the design lifetime T can then be esti-
mated by

Pf � ��ÿ�S� � P
[n
i�1

gi�X�40
� 	 !

�5�

where gi�X� is the safety margin for failure mode no i and X is a vector with the
stochastic variables. �S is the system reliability index corresponding to the prob-
ability of failure Pf estimated by FORM analysis [12,13]. ���� is the distribution
function for a standard Normally distributed stochastic variable. The probability of
failure Pfi for each failure mode is also determined by FORM:

Pfi � P gi�X�40� � � P��i ÿ �Ti U40� � ��ÿ�i� �6�

where �i is the reliability index for failure mode i; �i is a unit vector with elements
indicating the relative importance of the stochastic variables and U is a vector with
standardized Normally distributed stochastic variables.
For a given kinematically admissible failure mechanism the internal work for an

in®nitisimal displacement � � 1 is denoted by WI;i��;X� where � is a vector with the
free parameters describing the mechanism. Correspondingly the external work for
the in®nitisimal displacement is denoted by WE;i��;X�:
The limit state function is written

gi�X� � min
�

WI;i��;X� ÿWE;i��;X�
� 	 �7�

where the minimization of WI;i��;X� ÿWE;i �;X� � is performed with respect to �.
Further, constraints can be added to (6) in order to limit the displacements and to
describe the displacements of the failure mechanism.
Ten limit state functions are formulated for the following failure modes:

. sliding:
1. sliding between caisson and bedding layer/rubble foundation

. failure in rubble mound:
2. rupture in rubble along bottom of caisson
3. rupture in rubble mound Ð straight rupture line
4. rupture in rubble mound Ð curved rupture line
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. failure in rubble mound and sand subsoil
5. rupture in subsoil along bottom of rubble mound
6. rupture in rubble mound and sand subsoil Ð mode 1
7. rupture in rubble mound and sand subsoil Ð mode 2

. failure in rubble mound and clay subsoil
8. rupture in subsoil along bottom of rubble mound
9. rupture in rubble mound and sand subsoil Ð mode 1
10. rupture in rubble mound and sand subsoil Ð mode 2

In the following limit state functions are formulated for failure modes 1, 2, 3 and
9. The Appendix contains the limit state functions for the other failure modes.

4.1. Sliding between caisson and bedding layer/rubble foundation Ð failure modes 1
and 2

The failure mechanism consists of horizontal sliding on the bedding layer (see Fig.
4). The limit state function is written:

g�X� � �FG ÿ FU� tan�ÿ FH �8�

where:

FG weight of caisson reduced for buoyancy
FU wave induced uplift
FH horizontal wave force

Fig. 4. Sliding failure between caisson and bedding layer/rubble foundation.
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tan� = friction coe�cient f if sliding occurs between the concrete base plate and
the bedding layer (failure mode 1), or
= tan 'd1 if sliding occurs entirely in the rubble mound (failure mode 2)

'd1 reduced e�ective angle of friction of the rubble mound

4.2. Failure in rubble mound Ð failure mode 3

The e�ective width Bz of the caisson is determined such that the resultant vertical
force FG ÿ FU is placed Bz=2 from the heel of the caisson (see Fig. 5). The failure
mechanism consists of a unit displacement along the line AB and is described by the
angle � of the rupture line. The area of zone 1 can be written:

A1 � 1

2
�Bz � a�2�cos � sin � � sin2 � tan��

2
� � ÿ tanÿ1 �hII=b��� �9�

The limit state function is written

g�X� � min
�
�s ÿ w�A1!1V � �FG ÿ FU�!1V ÿ FH!1H

� 	 �10�

where

FG weight of caisson reduced for buoyancy
FU wave induced uplift
FH horizontal wave force
s unit weight of rubble material
w unit weight of water
!1H � cos�'d1 ÿ ��= cos�'d1� is the horizontal displacement
!1V � sin�'d1 ÿ ��= cos�'d1� is the vertical displacement

Fig. 5. Failure in rubble mound.
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The e�ect of wave induced pressure along the rupture boundary is added to the
horizontal wave force FH: The following constraint is added since the rupture line
should be within the rubble mound:

04�4 tanÿ1
hII

Bz � a� b

� �
�11�

4.3. Failure in rubble mound and clay subsoil Ð failure mode 9

The failure mechanism consists of a unit displacement � � 1 along the line BC (Fig.
6). The internal work done W1;W2 and W3 from rupture along BC, CD and DE are

W1 �
�lBC
0

cu s� �ds W2 �
�rCF

�
4��� �

0

cu s� �ds W3 �
�lDE

0

cu s� �ds �12�

where cu�s� is the undrained shear strength of clay as function of the distance s: lBC;
rCF and lDE are the lengths of BC, CD and DE.
The internal work from Prandl rupture in zone 2 is

W4 �
�rCF

0

���4���
0

cu�s; ��dsd�

and the internal work from selfweight in zone 4 is

W5 � �s ÿ w�A4 sin �

where A4 is the area of zone 4.
If cu is modelled as a stochastic variable the limit state function is written:

g�X� � min
�

W1 �W2 �W3 �W4 ÿW5 ÿ �FG ÿ FU� sin � ÿ FH cos �
� 	 �13�

Fig. 6. Failure in rubble mound and in clay subsoil.
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where �5max 0; tanÿ1 hII

Bz�a�b
� �

ÿ 'd1
n o

is the angle of the rupture line.

If cu is modelled as a stochastic ®eld the limit state function is written:

g�X� � min
�

�W �U�W ÿW5 ÿ �FG ÿ FU� sin � ÿ FH cos �
� 	 �14�

where

U is a standard normally distributed stochastic variable: N(0,1);
�W is the expected value of W �W1 �W2 �W3 �W4;
�W is the standard deviation value of W �W1 �W2 �W3 �W4 which can be

determined by numerical integration using Monte Carlo simulation and �2W �P4
i�1
P4

j�1Cov�Wi;Wj� where Cov�Wi;Wj� is the covariance of Wi and Wj:

For example, the expected value E�W1� and the covariance Cov�W1;W2� are
obtained from

E�W1� �
�lBC

0

E�cu�s��ds

Cov�W1;W2� �
�lBC

0

�rCF��=4���

0

C�cu�s1�; cu�s2��ds1ds2

where C�cu�s1�; cu�s2�� is the covariance function of cu at the positions corresponding
to s1 and s2:

5. Example

The Niigata West breakwater in Japan is considered. The geometry is shown in
Fig. 7. The caisson width is B � 15 m. The subsoil mainly consists of sand, but no

Fig. 7. Niigata West breakwater.
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detailed information on the strength is available. Therefore both sand and clay
subsoils are investigated in this example. For clay subsoil the mean value function
and covariance function are assumed to be modeled by

E cu�x; z�� � � cu0 � cu1z

C cu�x1; z1�; cu�x2; z2�� � � �2cu exp ÿ�c z1 ÿ z2j j� � exp ÿ �c x1 ÿ x2� �� �2ÿ �
where cu0 � 150 kN/m2 and cu1 � 20 kN/m2/m model the expected value, �cu � 30
kN/m2 is the standard deviation and �c � 0:33 mÿ1 and �c � 0:033 mÿ1 model the
correlation.
The design signi®cant wave height is 7.0 m. It is assumed that N � 20 data has

been used to establish the statistical model for the signi®cant wave height. If l � 1;
� � 1:5 and u � 2 m the parameter H0 is calibrated such that the 98% fractile in the
1-year maximum wave distribution is 7.0 m [see (1)].
The model uncertainty related to the Goda wave load model can be signi®cant.

The uncertainty is modeled by multiplicative stochastic variables UFH
(horizontal

force), UMH
(horizontal moment), UFU

(uplift force) and UMU
(uplift moment). The

correlation coe�cient is assumed to be 0.9 for UFH
and UMH

and 0.9 for UFU
and

UMU
: All other stochastic variables are independent. The reliability analysis is per-

formed both for the case where model tests are performed and for the case where
model tests are not performed.
The tidal elevation & is modeled as a stochastic variable with distribution function

F&�&� � 1

�
arccos ÿ &

&0

� �
where &0 is the maximum tidal height.
The design lifetime is T � 50 years. The complete stochastic model is shown in

Table 1.
Table 2 shows the results of a reliability analysis of the breakwater where the

failure mode numbers refer to Section 4 and the Appendix. It is seen that the failure
modes 1, 3, 7 (for sand subsoil) and 10 (for clay subsoil) are the most important. If
no model tests are performed the system reliability index is �S � 0:86 for sand sub-
soil and �S � 0:92 for clay subsoil. If model tests are performed the system reliability
indices increases to �S � 1:20 for sand subsoil and �S � 1:29 for clay subsoil. Since
other civil engineering structures, e.g. bridges, usually have reliability index levels in
the range from 3.7 to 5.2 (probabilities of failure from 10ÿ4 to 10ÿ7) the considered
vertical wall breakwaters has a reliability level which is signi®cantly smaller. How-
ever, this is also observed from reliability analyses for other breakwaters.
The results of sensitivity analyses are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The results in

Table 3 show that if no model tests are performed the most important stochastic
variables are HS; u; UFH

; f (for sliding), '1 and U (modeling the uncertainty in
strength of clay subsoil). If model tests are performed then as expected the importance
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of UFH
is decreased and the importance of U; �c; '1 and '2 are increased. Especially

the importance of the model uncertainty UFH
is decreased signi®cantly when tests

are performed.
In Table 4 so-called reliability elasticity coe�cients ep � d�

dp
p
� are shown. p is a

deterministic parameter, here the expected value for some of the stochastic variables.

Table 1

Statistical model for Niigata West breakwatera,b

i Xi Mean Standard deviation Distribution

1 HS Signi®cant wave height (m) 3.4 1.2 W

2 u Weibull parameter (m) 2 0.46 N

3 UHS
model uncertainty on wave height 1 0.05 N

4 & Tidal elevation, maximum &0=1.5 m Cosine

5 UFH
Model uncertainty horizontal force 0.90 0.05/0.25 N

6 UFU
Model uncertainty uplift 0.77 0.05/0.25 N

7 UMH
Model uncertainty horizontal moment 0.81 0.10/0.40 N

8 UMU
Model uncertainty uplift moment 0.72 0.10/0.37 N

9 �c Average density of caisson (t/m3) 2.23 0.11 N

10 '1 E�ective friction angle Ð rubble mound 35� 3.5� LN

11  1 Angle of dilation Ð rubble mound 25� 2.5� LN

12 '2 E�ective friction angle Ð sand subsoil 30� 3.0� LN

13  2 Angle of dilation Ð sand subsoil 20� 2.0� LN

14 U Clay strength (auxiliary variable) 1 0 N

15 f Friction coe�cient 0.636 0.0954 LN

a For variables 5, 6, 7 and 8 the ®rst value of the expected value is for model tests performed and the

second number is for no model tests.
b W: Weibull, N: normal, LN: lognormal.

Table 2

Reliability indices for di�erent failure modesa

Failure mode No model tests Model test

1 Rubble mound 1.02 (1.54�10ÿ1) 1.45 (7.35�10ÿ2)
2 2.10 (1.79�10ÿ2) 3.24 (5.98�10ÿ4)
3 1.47 (7.08�10ÿ2) 2.12 (1.70�10ÿ2)
4 3.53 (2.08�10ÿ4) 3.54 (2.00�10ÿ4)
5 Sand subsoil 2.12 (1.70�10ÿ2) 3.24 (5.98�10ÿ4)
6 1.32 (9.34�10ÿ2) 2.14 (1.62�10ÿ2)
7 1.09 (1.38�10ÿ1) 1.51 (6.55�10ÿ2)
System sand subsoil 0.86 (0.81) 1.20 (10.88)

8 Clay subsoil 1.76 (3.92�10ÿ2) 2.53 (5.70�10ÿ3)
9 1.89 (2.94�10ÿ2) 3.43 (3.02�10ÿ4)
10 1.45 (7.35�10ÿ2) 1.97 (2.44�10ÿ2)
System clay subsoil 0.92 (0.82) 1.29 (0.90)

a The numbers in parentheses indicate the corresponding probability of failure.
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From Table 4 it is noted, that if the width of the caisson is increased by 1 m then the
reliability indices are approximately increased by 10% and if the expected lifetime is
decreased by 10 years the reliability indices are approximately increased by 1±4%.

Table 3

Importance factors �2i : model tests performed/no model tests performed

Variable Failure mode 1

sliding

Failure mode 3

rubble mound

Failure mode 7

sand subsoil

Failure mode 10

clay subsoil

HS 0.16/0.22 0.11/0.13 0.20/0.20 0.09/0.09

u 0.20/0.27 0.14/0.15 0.23/0.24 0.12/0.12

UHS
0.02/0.03 0.01/0.02 0.02/0.05 0.01/0.01

& 0.00/0.00 0.00/0.02 0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00

UFH
0.41/0.03 0.56/0.08 0.44/0.12 0.53/0.04

UFU
0.01/0.00 0.02/0.01 0.02/0.01 0.01/0.00

UMH
Ð Ð 0.03/0.01 0.05/0.00

UMU
Ð Ð 0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00

�c 0.05/0.10 0.05/0.19 0.01/0.05 0.00/0.00

'1 Ð 0.11/0.40 0.02/0.14 0.00/0.00

 1 Ð 0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00 0.00/0.00

'2 Ð Ð 0.03/0.18 Ð

 2 Ð Ð 0.00/0.00 Ð

U Ð Ð Ð 0.19/0.74

f 0.15/0.35 Ð Ð Ð

Table 4

Reliability elasticity coe�cients ep � d�
dp

p

�
for expected value of some parameters: model tests performed/

no model tests performed

Variable Failure mode 1

sliding

Failure mode 3

rubble mound

Failure mode 7

sand subsoil

Failure mode 10

clay subsoil

HS ÿ0.39/ÿ0.41 ÿ0.23/ÿ0.17 ÿ0.40/ÿ0.30 ÿ0.21/ÿ0.15
u ÿ0.44/ÿ0.45 ÿ0.25/ÿ0.19 ÿ0.44/ÿ0.33 ÿ0.22/ÿ0.17
UFH

ÿ2.07/ÿ2.79 ÿ1.13/ÿ1.70 ÿ0.89/ÿ1.80 ÿ0.52/ÿ0.62
UFU

ÿ0.39/ÿ0.49 ÿ0.19/ÿ0.25 0.07/0.13 ÿ0.14/ÿ0.20
UMH

Ð Ð ÿ0.72/ÿ1.14 ÿ0.59/ÿ0.58
UMU

Ð Ð ÿ0.29/ÿ0.47 ÿ0.24/ÿ0.24
�c 4.31/5.68 3.03/4.13 1.64/2.83 0.48/1.63

'1 Ð 2.24/3.33 1.25/2.68 0.30/0.34

 1 Ð 0.21/0.19 0.13/0.24 0.03/0.04

'2 Ð Ð 1.53/3.05 Ð

 2 Ð Ð 0.09/0.14 Ð

f 2.52/3.43 Ð Ð Ð

U Ð Ð Ð 0.30/0.44

B 2.94/1.70 2.43/1.52 2.25/2.25 1.52/0.95

T ÿ0.02/ÿ0.27 ÿ0.01/ÿ0.20 ÿ0.30/ÿ0.29 ÿ0.01/ÿ0.16
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6. Conclusion

Limit state functions are formulated for the most signi®cant foundation failure
modes for vertical wall breakwaters. The limit state functions are described using the
upper bound theory of general plasticity theory assuming kinematically possible
failure mechanisms. It is shown how the most critical failure modes can be modeled
in a limit state function by minimizing the total virtual work with respect to the free
parameters modeling the failure modes.
Further stochastic models for the main uncertainties related to wave loading and

the geotechnical parameters related to sand and clay subsoil are presented. Based on
these models it is shown how reliability analyses of vertical wall breakwaters can be
performed using FORM and simulation. As an example a reliability analysis is per-
formed for the geotechnical failure modes for the Niigata West breakwater in Japan.
A reliability analysis is performed on the basis of the available limited information.
The analysis shows that compared with other civil engineering structures the relia-
bility level is signi®cantly smaller.
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Appendix. Limit state functions

A.1. Failure in rubble mound Ð failure mode 4

The failure mechanism consists of a unit displacement � � 1 along line AB. The
limit state function is written

g�X� � min
�;�

W1 �W2 �W3 � �FG ÿ FU�!1V ÿ FH!1H

� 	 �A1�

where !1V � sin�'d1 ÿ ��= cos 'd1 and !1H � cos�'d1 ÿ ��= cos 'd1 :
W1 is the work from the selfweight in zone 1 with area A1:

W1 � �s ÿ w�A1!1V

W2 is the work from the selfweight in zone 2:

W2 � �s ÿ w�!1
r2CD

2 tan2 'd1 � 2
�e� tan 'd1 tan 'd1 sin�'d1 ÿ � � �� ÿ cos�'d1 ÿ � � ��

ÿ �ÿ
tan 'd1 sin�'d1 ÿ �� ÿ cos�'d1 ÿ ��
ÿ ��
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where rCD is the length of CD. � is shown in Fig. A1 and !1 � 1= cos 'd1 :
W3 is the work from the selfweight in zone 3 with area A3:

W3 � �s ÿ w�A3!3V

where

!3V � sin�'d1 � �ÿ ��
cos 'd1

e� tan 'd1

The following constraints to the minimization problem in (A1) are used:

04�

04�4�

�� �ÿ � � 0; � is defined in Fig: A1

A350

A.2. Failure in rubble mound and sliding along top of subsoil (clay/sand) Ð failure
modes 5 and 8

The failure mechanism consists of a unit displacement � � 1 along top of subsoil.
For sand subsoil the limit state function is written (failure mode 5) (Fig. A2)

g�X� � �s ÿ w�A1 tan 'd2 � �FG ÿ FU� tan 'd2 ÿ FH �A2�

where A1 is the area of zone 1.
For clay subsoil the limit state function is written (failure mode 8)

g�X� � lBCcu ÿ FH �A3�

Fig. A1. Failure in rubble mound.
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where cu is the undrained shear strength of clay and lBC is the length of BC.

A.3. Failure in rubble mound and sand subsoil, failure mode 6

The failure mechanism consists of a unit displacement � � 1 along line AB. The
limit state function is written

g�X� � min
�

W1 �W2 �W3 �W4 � �FG ÿ FU�!1V ÿ FH!1H

� 	 �A4�

where !1V � sin�'d1 ÿ ��= cos 'd1 and !1H � cos�'d1 ÿ ��= cos 'd1 :
W1 is the work from the selfweight in zone 1 with area A1:

W1 � �s ÿ w�A1!1V

W2 is the work from the selfweight in zone 2 with area A2 and !2V � !1V:

W2 � �s ÿ w�A2!2V

W3 is the work from selfweight in zone 3:

W3 � �s ÿ w�!1
r2
DF

2 tan2 'd2�2
�e�5 tan 'd2 tan 'd2 sin�'d1 ÿ � � �5� ÿ cos�'d1 ÿ � � �5�

ÿ �ÿ
tan 'd2 sin�'d1 ÿ �� ÿ cos�'d1 ÿ ��
ÿ ��

where rDF is the length of DF. �5 is shown in Fig. A3 and !1 � 1= cos 'd1 :
W4 is the work from the selfweight in zone 4 with area A4:

W4 � �s ÿ w�A4!4V

where

!4V � sin�'d1 � �5 ÿ ��
cos 'd1

e�5 tan 'd2

Fig. A2. Failure in rubble mound.
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The following constraints to the minimization problem are used:

tanÿ1
hII

Bz � a� b

� �
4� rupture line should enter the subsoil

�15
�

2
ÿ 'd1

A250

A.4. Failure in rubble mound and sand subsoil, failure mode 7

The failure mechanism consists of a unit displacement � � 1 along line AB.
The limit state function is written:

g�X� � min
�

W1 �W2 �W3 �W4 �W5 � �FG ÿ FU�!1V ÿ FH!1H

� 	 �A5�

where !1V � sin�'d1 ÿ ��= cos 'd1 and !1H � cos�'d1 ÿ ��= cos 'd1 :
W1 is the work from the selfweight in zone 1 with area A1:

W1 � �s ÿ w�A1!1V

W2 is the work from the selfweight in zone 2 with area A2 and !2V � !1V:

W2 � �s ÿ w�A2!2V

W3 is the work from selfweight in zone 3:

W3�s ÿ w�!1
r2DI

2 tan2 'd2 � 2
�e�5 tan 'd2 tan 'd2 sin�'d1 ÿ � � �5� ÿ cos�'d1 ÿ � � �5�

ÿ �ÿ
tan 'd2 sin�'d1 ÿ �� ÿ cos�'d1 ÿ ��
ÿ ��

Fig. A3. Failure in rubble mound.
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where rDI is the length of DI. �5 is shown in Fig. A4 and !1 � 1= cos 'd1 :
W4 is the work from the selfweight in zone 4 with area A4:

W4 � �s ÿ w�A4!4V

where

!4V � sin�'d1 � �5 ÿ ��
cos 'd1

e�5 tan 'd2

W3 is the work from the selfweight in zone 3:

W5 � �s ÿ w�!4
r2GF

2 tan2 'd2 � 2
�e�7 tan 'd2

tan 'd2 sin�'d1 � �5 ÿ � � �7� ÿ cos�'d1 � �5 ÿ � � �7�
ÿ �ÿ
tan 'd2 sin�'d1 � �5 ÿ �� ÿ cos�'d1 � �5 ÿ ��
ÿ ��

where rGF is the length of GF. �7 is shown in Fig. A4 and !4 � !1e
�5 tan 'd2 :

The following constraints to the minimization problem are used:

tanÿ1
hII

Bz � a� b

� �
4� rupture line should enter the subsoil

�15
�

2
ÿ 'd1

A250

Fig. A4. Failure in rubble mound.
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A.5. Failure in rubble mound and clay subsoil, failure mode 10

The failure mechanism consists of a unit rotation � � 1 about point D.
W1 is the work from the selfweight in zone 1 with area A1 where lAE is the length

of AE and xD is shown in Fig. A5:

W1 � �s ÿ w�A1�xD ÿ 2

3
lAE�

W2 is the work from the selfweight in zone 2 with area A2:

W2 � �s ÿ w�A2
1

2
b

W3 is the work from the selfweight in zone 3:

W3 � �s ÿ w�A3�1
2
lBC ÿ 2

3
b�

The internal work from rupture along circle BC is

W4 � rBD

�2�rBD

0

cu�s�ds

where rBD is the length of BD, � is shown in Fig. A5 and cu�s� is the undrained shear
strength of clay as function of distance s:
If cu is modelled as a stochastic variable the limit state function is written:

g�X� � min
xD;yD

ÿW1 ÿW2 �W3 �W4 ÿ �FG ÿ FU��xD ÿ 1

2
Bz� ÿ FHyD

� �
�A6�

Fig. A5. Failure in rubble mound and in clay subsoil.
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where xD and yD are the x- and y-coordinates of point D.
If cu is modelled as a stochastic ®eld the limit state function is written:

g�X� � min
xD;yD

ÿW1 ÿW2 �W3 � �W4
�U�W4

ÿ �FG ÿ FU��xD ÿ 1

2
Bz� ÿ FHyD

� �
�A7�

where

U is a standard Normally distributed stochastic variable: N(0,1)
�W4

is the expected value of W4 which can be determined by numerical integration.
�W4

is the standard deviation value of W4 which can be determined by numerical
integration using Monte Carlo simulation.

The following constraints to the minimization problem are used:

yD50

Bz

2 4xD4Bz � a� b

rBD cos� � yD � hII

�50

�50:
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